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From: "Sandike, Steven Richard" <SSandik@entergy.com>
To: "James Noggle" <JDN@nrc.gov>
Date: 12/17/2007 5:55:07•PM
Subject: 2006 liq effluent by release point

Jim....'' •

This was rather easy to make... But we need to be a little careful with
this data.... I simply provided an annual total report with annual total
dilution.
Liquid doses, tho, are actually determined quarterly.
For example, if all the curies went out in one quarter, with low
dilution, performing an analysis like what I've done below would
UNDER-REPORT the dose assessment.

However, that being said...

1) the RG 1.21 report curies and dose is done correctly, but not split
up like this. I assume you're looking for this split.
2) dilution flow and even source term are pretty constant here, even in
-an outage quarter....

So I think these annual dose values will be very close.
The curies of course should be perfect, and match the RG 1.21

reports.

I looked briefly at these, and they look'pretty good, don't think I made
any typos.
If something looks really strange to you, let me know and I'll bounce it
off the RG 1.21 quarterly.

U2 data:
S<<u206sg.txt>> <<u206lw.txt>> <<u206ncd.txt>> <<u206sfds.txt>>

U3 data:
<<u306SG.txt>> <<u306LW.txt>>

Hope this works for you,

Steve Sandike
Effluents / RMS
ENN Indian Point Energy Center
Buchanan, NY 10511-0308
phone: 914-736-8455
fax: 914-734-6010
email: ssandik@entergy.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message contains information
which may be legally confidential and/or privileged and does not in any
case represent a firm, ENERGY COMMODITY bid or offer relating thereto
which binds the sender without an additional express written
confirmation to that effect. The information is intended solely for the
individual or entity named above and access by anyone else is
unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure,
copying, distribution, or use of the contents of this information is
prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this electronic
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transmission in error, please reply immediately to the sender that you
have received the message in error, and delete it. Thank you. Have a
pleasant day.


